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ABSTRACT

allowing the assimilation of satellite images within geophys
ical forecast models is therefore a challenging task required

This paper aims at estimating the apparent velocity from se

for reaching a significant improvement of forecasts' quality.

quences of satellite images. This study is an illustration of

The presented paper illustrates a methodology for gener

a more general methodology for generating, from satellite

ating, from satellite images, pseudo-observations of the state

images, pseudo-observations of physical variables, that are

variables of an ocean circulation model: Sea Surface Tem

assimilated within a geophysical forecast model in view of

perature (SST) image sequences are used to infer estimates

improving the quality of its results. In the case of the pre

of surface velocity, which are in tum assimilated within an

sented study, the used satellite images are sequences of Sea

ocean circulation model. Estimating velocities is usually ap

Surface Temperature (SST), from which pseudo-observations

proached by vision techniques, i.e. the estimation of appar

of sea surface velocities are generated, and assimilated within

ent motion from sequences of SST images. However, results

an ocean circulation model. The originality of the approach

obtained by such methods are of poor quality, since due to

lies in the definition of an Image Model, that predicts the evo

cloud coverage and to other acquisition characteristics, a sig

lution of image information -here, SST- as a function of the
pseudo-observations -here, surface velocity-.

nificant part of sea surface can be occluded in satellite acqui

Satellite data

sitions, making it impossible to compute temporal derivatives

are then assimilated within the Image Model, yielding an es

or to match pixels and structures. Figure

timation of the pseudo-observations. In the case of this paper,
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illustrates this is

sue, by displaying two successive SST images acquired by

this methods allows the estimation of sea surface velocities,

the NOAA-AVHRR sensor over the Black Sea: a significant

even when large parts of the satellite images are corrupted

cloud coverage (dark areas) of approximately

by clouds. The Image Model plays the role of an intermedi

served on these images.

ate model, between satellite data and the forecast model, and
allows the assimilation of image information which is not di

25% can be ob

We thus propose the definition of a new approach, and to

rectly linked to the state variables of the forecast model.

address velocity estimation by devising an Image Model, that
expresses the transport of temperature by surface velocity, us

Index Terms- Image sequence analysis, Partial differ

ing a simplified version of the 3D advection-diffusion equa

ential equations, Optimal control, Ocean

tion that normally applies to temperature transport in oceans.
We propose to assimilate satellite acquisitions of SST within

1. INTRODUCTION

this Image Model, in order to provide estimates of surface
velocity even when a significant part of data is missing. Es
timated velocities are in tum assimilated within the ocean

The prediction of ocean physical variables, such as current,
temperature, salinity, but also concentration of phytoplank

circulation model to improve the quality of its results. The

ton, is made possible by running ocean circulation models: a

methodology, based on this intermediate Image Model, per

set of Partial Differential Equations governing the evolution

mits to define schemes for the assimilation of image informa

and transport of the physical variables, and the associated

tion, not directly related to the state variables of the forecast

boundary and forcing conditions. Ocean circulation models

model. In the presented application, images provide informa

are highly demanding of input data, and yet make little use of

tion on temperature, and the Image Model is used for estab

the huge amount of available satellite measurements of the sea

lishing a link between temperature and velocity. The latter

surface. The main reason for this is that very often, the infor

quantity can then be directly assimilated in the ocean circula

mation provided by satellite images cannot be easily related to

tion model. This process can be generalized to other types of

the state variables of the models. Defining a methodology for

image information, as for instance spatio-temporal structures
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Fig. 1. Two successive frames of a SST sequence over the Black Sea, acquired by the NOAA-AVHRR sensor. Cloud covered

areas appear black. White dots correspond to non acquired pixels.
like fronts or trajectories.

du
oh T(x)
- - fv = g'- +- +Ah6.u
dt
ox
p0h

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a sur
vey of methods for sea surface velocity estimation and their
assimilation within oceanic models is performed. The circu
lation model used for this study is also described. The Image
Model, that expresses the transport of temperature in SST se
quences, as well as the surface velocity estimation technique
are presented in section 3. The assimilation of surface veloci
ties within the circulation model is then presented in section 4,
with results in section 5. Finally, conclusions and perspec
tives are given in section 6.

2.

Oh T(y)
dv
- +Ju = g'- +- +Ah6.v
oy
p0h
dt

(1)

This model requires input data for performing reliable fore
casts: initial and boundary conditions of state variables, and
forcing terms. Satellite data allow the observation of phys
ical phenomena in geophysical sciences, and thus constitute
an important potential input data source. They are however
to a large extent under-utilized, because they often cannot be
directly linked to the state variables of the forecast model. A
prior image processing step can be applied to infer estimates
of the state variables, which in turn can be directly assimi
lated. For instance, classical vision methods allow to infer
the apparent motion field from image sequences. They rely
on a conservation equation [4], that expresses the conserva
tion over time of pixels' luminance, or, as suggested for fluid
motion, of a volume or mass [5]. They have been applied to
estimate sea surface velocity from SST images [6, 7, 8] but,
as the conservation equation relies on the spatial and tempo
ral derivatives of the image sequence, occlusions by clouds
constitute a major limitation of their effective use. This is the
reason why we introduce a new framework based on an Im
age Model, expressed in the image space, that provides a link
between satellite measurements (SST) and the surface veloc
ity: the Image Model is based on the physical models of the
transport of temperature and thus is capable of providing in
formation even under cloud-occluded areas.

STATE OF THE ART

The forecast of ocean circulation relies on numerical simula
tion models, based on the so-called primitive equations [1], a
set of Partial Differential Equations coupling the 3D velocity,
temperature and salinity. 3D models are highly demanding in
computer power and input data. Hence simplified 2D models,
called shallow water models [2], are commonly used. In this
study we make use of a shallow water model, developed and
calibrated for the Black Sea circulation [3]. Its state variables
are the 2D velocity v = (u, v), and the height h of the mix
ing layer, which constitutes the interface with the atmosphere.
The evolution equations of the state variables are given in sys
tem (1), that introduces the Coriolis parameter f, the wind
stress 7 = ( T(x), T(y) ), the horizontal diffusivity of the mixed
layer Ah, and the reduced gravity g' = g(po -pi)/po, with Po
corresponding to the reference density and p1 to the average
density of the mixed layer:
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3. DEFINITION OF THE IMAGE MODEL

source and sinks have been filtered, and a constant value oth
erwise, determined by the sensor performance. The error co
variance matrices B (model) and R (observation) are diago
nal and built from (sm, sb) and s0 respectively.
The data assimilation procedure consists in minimizing
the energy functional J:.

The definition of the Image Model must allow the assimila
tion of satellite measurements to provide an estimate of sea
surface velocity. Its state space therefore includes the two
quantities: v, the 2D surface velocity, and T, the SST as mea
sured by the NOAA-AVHRR sensor. The Image Model is
built on two equations. The first one is a simplified version
of the equation governing the transport of temperature by the
3D velocity field w, the advection-diffusion equation (2):
8T
8t + \lT

·

w

+T divw = Kr/J.T + Src ·

Snk

1
J(X) = 2

2

(2)

4.

t/J; + \lv

·

= K[Y -HX] +X

(6)

where H stands for the observation operator and K is the
Kalman gain matrix. To assess the potential of the method
ology and prove its feasibility, we have implemented a sim
plified version known as nudging, where the gain matrix is
replaced by a constant coefficient ..\, whose value is fixed a
priori:
xa = ..\[Y -HX] +X.
(7)

(3)

v =0

5. RESULTS

The Black Sea shallow water model (1) has first been run
without performing assimilation of velocities. An example
of result is displayed in the top part of figure 2: the resulting
motion field is very smooth, the global motion is correctly
restituted. Pseudo-observations of sea surface velocities have
been computed from SST sequences acquired by the NOAA
AVHRR sensor by assimilation within the Image Model (3).
The pseudo-observations are then assimilated within the ocean
model (1). The resulting velocity fields are displayed in the
bottom part of figure 2. Due to the lack of ground truth, only a
qualitative validation by experts is possible: much more local
structures are forecasted, as for instance the small gyres close
to the North-Eastern coast, and large structures are better de
scribed, for instance the size of the large gyre in the western
part of the Black Sea is better forecasted after assimilation of
sea surface velocities.

qft-

X(to) = Xb(to) +sb

(5)

ASSIMILATION OF FLOW FIELD WITHIN AN
OCEANO GRAPHIC MODEL

xa

Estimation of surface velocity is performed using a varia
tional 4DVAR data assimilation [9] scheme: NOAA-AVHRR
measurements of SST are considered as observations of the
state variable T, and v is considered as a control variable, ad
justed to minimize the discrepancy between the Image Model's
outputs for T and the observations of SST. This is formulated
as:
+ F(X) =Sm

!

Jn,t

The surface velocity field, estimated from NOAA-AVHRR
images v = (uy, vy), is assimilated within the shallow water
circulation model. A sequential Kalman-like data assimila
tion approach has been used. In this scheme, the analysis xa
(i.e. the value of state variables after assimilation of measure
ments) is defined as:

·

v =0

- Xb)dDdt

Minimization is performed using a quasi-Newtown method
known as MIQN3 [10], involving the adjoint of system (3).
The estimated velocities are then assimilated with the ocean
circulation model, as described in section 4, and the results
are presented in section 5.

8T + \lT v = Kr/J.T
at
·

B-1(X

+� ( (H(X) - Y)TR-1(H(X) - Y)dDdt

where KT is the temperature diffusivity. Equation (2) is sim
plified: -assumed valid in the 2D image space (e.g. it applies
to the 2D velocity with 2D derivatives of T); -water assumed
incompressible (divw = O); -source and sink terms, corre
sponding to the local heat flow, are neglected: a prior filtering
of image data corrects most of their impact, at the expense of a
lower confidence in data in the corresponding areas. The sec
ond equation should provide the evolution of the state variable
v = (u, v). It has been assumed that, between two successive
images, water particles evolve with a constant velocity, hence
dv/dt = 0. The resulting Image Model is then defined as
(eq. 3):

t/H: + \Ju

1n,t(X - Xb)T

(4)

Y = H(X) +s0

where the first equation is the evolution model (3), with state
vector X = (T, u, v), the second equation is the initial con
dition, and the third equation links the observations Y to the
state variables X through the observation operator H. Here,
H reduces to the projection on the unit vector (1, 0, 0), since
only the first state variable is observed. Sm, sb, s0 stands for
errors on model, initialisation and observations respectively,
and are assumed to be uncorrelated in space and time. E0 is
given infinite values below clouds, large values in areas where
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variables. The challenge is the design of methods for assim
ilating the structured information present in image data and
sequences, such as fronts or trajectories. This study will be
continuated by devising specific Image Models for the evolu
tion of structures like fronts, which assimilation would pro
vide an estimate of state variables, directly assimilable within
the forecast model.
7.
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